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Black	Holes	(BHs)	exist	&	exhibit	unexpected	diversity!

[courtesy	LIGO	labs,	Caltech]

Signal-to-Noise	Ra7o	(SNR)	of	24 SNR	of	13

Event	1

Event	2

36	M⊙

29	M⊙

62	M⊙
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Event	3

SNR	of	13

31	M⊙

19	M⊙

49	M⊙

1.8	-	4	×1056	ergs/s



Compact	object	merger	in	mader	or	plasma	
is	the	next	discovery	in	GWs

Credit: NASA

Neutron	Star	(NS)

NS/BH

???
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Credit: NASA

Neutron	Star	(NS)

NS/BH

???

Gravita7onal	Waves	
~	minute

EM	counterpart:	
delayed	mader	ouglows	~10ms	

post-merger	
EM	emission	is	seconds-	years	

Electromagne7c	(EM)	radia7on	probes	
fundamental	physics	in	strongly	curved	

dynamical	space7mes
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Game	changer	today:	we	can	detect	and	measure		
GWs	and	mul7-messenger	radia7on!

GWs EM

LIGO

LIGO MeerKAT

2018-2019	(LIGO+Virgo+…):	
NS-NS:	0.04-100	year-1	
BH-BH:	few	to	tens	year-1(mean)

BlackGEMwww.ligo.org BlackGEM

LOFAR

2017+:	
Wide-field	high-energy,	op7cal,		

radio	and	high-energy	neutrino	telescopes
3/32[LIGO Scientific and Virgo Collaborations (LVC), 

Living Reviews in Relativity 19, 1, 2016 and PRX 6, 041015, 2016]

http://www.ligo.caltech.edu


Two	complementary	probes	on	extreme-space7mes:	
necessary	to	constrain	astrophysics

GWs EM

LIGO MeerKAT

LIGO MeerKAT

BlackGEMwww.ligo.org BlackGEM

LOFAR

Extract	sources’		
dynamic	and	fundamental	
(masses,	spins)	parameters

Extract	sources’	
environment	and	

energe7cs

Virgo	(NL)LIGO
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http://www.ligo.caltech.edu


Plan	of	Talk

Part	1:				Retrieving	Black	Hole	(BH)	parameters	from	GWs	

Part	2:				EM	follow-up	for	Binary	BH	mergers	

Part	3:				How	to	connect	GWs	to	astrophysics	with	EM						

																counterparts?	(my	own	perspec7ve)



Part	I:	
The	Physics	of		

GW	observa7ons	and	
Retrieving	BH	parameters



First	Observa7on	of	GWs	
September	14	2015,	09:50:45.39	UTC	

⇒	fundamental	proper7es	of	BHs,	astrophysics	(how	and	

where?)	&	null	tests	of	General	Rela7vity 4/32

[LVC,	arXiv:1602.03837,	PRL	116,	061102,	2016]



Measurable	GW	strain	h	(t)	~	1/distance	

Newtonian	Quadrupole	formula	(1916):																																							.											

GWs	are	perturba7ons	in	space7me	curvature

Credit: LIGO Labs/32Caltech

Accelera7ng	quadrupole	mader	sources
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Credit: LIGO



Coherent,	weak,	bulk	dynamic	proper7es	of	mader	

GWs	are	transverse	7dal	fields

Coherent,	weakly	interac7ng,		
bulk	dynamic	proper7es	of	mader,	

two	polariza7ons	h+	and	h×

L	=	4km

	
h ⇠ �L

L
⇠ 10�21

L	=	4km

advanced	LIGO,	Livingston
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Credit: LIGO

http://www.ligo.caltech.edu


Simplest	“Newtonian”	model	explains	
frequency	chirp

O
rig

in
al
Pa
pe
r

B. P. Abbot et al.: The basic physics of the binary black hole merger GW150914

Sec. 4.4). The theory of general relativity is a fully non-
linear theory, which could make any Newtonian analysis
wholly unreliable; however, solutions of Einstein’s
equations using numerical relativity (NR) [11–13] have
shown that a binary system’s departures from Newtonian
dynamics can be described well using a quantifiable
analytic perturbation until quite late in its evolution -
late enough for our argument (as shown in Sec. 4.4).

The approach presented here, using basic physics, is
intended as a pedagogical introduction to the physics of
gravitational wave signals, and as a tool to build intuition
using rough, but straightforward, checks. Our presenta-
tion here is by design elementary, but gives results con-
sistent with more advanced treatments. The fully rigor-
ous arguments, as well as precise numbers describing the
system, have already been published elsewhere [2–6].

The paper is organized as follows: our presentation
begins with the data output by the detectors.2 Section 2
describes the properties of the signal read off the strain
data, and how they determine the quantities relevant for
analyzing the system as a binary inspiral. We then dis-
cuss in Sec. 3, using the simplest assumptions, how the
binary constituents must be heavy and small, consistent
only with being black holes. In Sec. 4 we examine and
justify the assumptions made, and constrain both
masses to be well above the heaviest known neutron
stars. Section 5 uses the peak gravitational wave lumi-
nosity to estimate the distance to the source, and calcu-
lates the total luminosity of the system. The appendices
provide a calculation of gravitational radiation strain and
radiated power (App. A), and discuss astrophysical com-
pact objects of high mass (App. B) as well as what one
might learn from the waveform after the peak (App. C).

2 Analyzing the observed data

Our starting point is shown in Fig. 1: the instrumentally
observed strain data h(t), after applying a band-pass
filter to the LIGO sensitive frequency band (35–350 Hz),
and a band-reject filter around known instrumental
noise frequencies [14]. The time-frequency behavior of
the signal is depicted in Fig. 2. An approximate version
of the time-frequency evolution can also be obtained
directly from the strain data in Fig. 1 by measuring the
time differences !t between successive zero-crossings3

2 The advanced LIGO detectors use laser interferometry tomeasure
the strain caused by passing gravitational waves. For details of how
the detectors work, see [1] and its references.

3 To resolve the crossing at t ∼ 0.35 s,when the signal amplitude is
lower and the truewaveform’s sign transitions are difficult to pin-

Figure 1 The instrumental strain data in the Livingston detector
(blue) and Hanford detector (red), as shown in Figure 1 of [1]. Both
have been bandpass- and notch-filtered. The Hanford strain has
been shifted back in time by 6.9 ms and inverted. Times shown are
relative to 09:50:45 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) on Septem-
ber 14, 2015.

Figure 2 A representation of the strain-data as a time-frequency
plot (taken from [1]), where the increase in signal frequency
(“chirp”) can be traced over time.

and estimating fGW = 1/(2!t), without assuming a
waveform model. We plot the −8/3 power of these
estimated frequencies in Fig. 3, and explain its physical
relevance below.

The signal is dominated by several cycles of a wave
pattern whose amplitude is initially increasing, starting
from around the time mark 0.30 s. In this region the grav-
itational wave period is decreasing, thus the frequency
is increasing. After a time around 0.42 s, the amplitude
drops rapidly, and the frequency appears to stabilize.
The last clearly visible cycles (in both detectors, after ac-
counting for a 6.9 ms time-of-flight-delay [1]) indicate
that the final instantaneous frequency is above 200 Hz.
The entire visible part of the signal lasts for around 0.15s.

In general relativity, gravitational waves are produced
by accelerating masses [15]. Since the waveform clearly
shows at least eight oscillations, we know that a mass

point,we averaged the positions of the five adjacent zero-crossings
(over∼ 6ms).

(2 of 17) 1600209 C⃝ 2016 The Authors. Annalen der Physik published by Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA Weinheimwww.ann-phys.org
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[LVC,	arXiv:1602.03837,	PRL	116,	061102,	2016]



	GW	waveform	encapsulates	Binary	Evolu7on	

[LVC,	arXiv:1602.03837,	PRL	116,	061102,	2016]

7me	(s)
0.30 0.40 0.450.35
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[LVC,	arXiv:1602.03837,	PRL	116,	061102,	2016]

7me	(s)

Chirp	mass	drives	inspiral	waveform

Inspiral	∼	Chirp

driven	by	the	chirp	mass

Ringdown

	…	remnant	mass	&	spin

0.30 0.40 0.45
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[LVC,	arXiv:1602.03837,	PRL	116,	061102,	2016]

post-Newtonian	

1PN ⇠ v2

c2
⇠ Gm

rc2
<< 1 numerical	rela7vity	

quasi-normal	modes

7me	(s)

Decades	of	theore7cal	effort	in	source	modelling

0.30 0.40 0.45
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The	GW	waveform	encodes	source	parameters

Zoom	in

7me	(s)

spin	modula7on

h +
(t
)	

�GW(t) ⇒	chirp	mass,	reduced	mass	(1PN),	spin-orbit	(1.5PN),		…

10/32

figure	courtesy	of	Patricia	Schmidt



The	GW	chirp	gives	the	progenitor	masses		
and	spins

	Time	

GW	
Strain

0.4
[Blanchet	2015;	see	also	Nissanke	et	al.	2005,	Nissanke	2006,	Blanchet,	Faye,	Nissanke	2005,	MacDonald,	Nissanke,	Pfeiffer	2011]

[Nissanke	et	al.	2005]



[LVC,	arXiv:1602.03837,	PRL	116,	061102,	2016]

post-Newtonian	

1PN ⇠ v2

c2
⇠ Gm

rc2
<< 1 numerical	rela7vity	

quasi-normal	modes

7me	(s)

Decades	of	theore7cal	effort	in	source	modelling

0.30 0.40 0.45



[see	LVC,	arXiv:	1602.03840,	PRL	116,	241102,	2016]

Likelihood

parameter	2

Model	h(t)

Detector	output

Explicitly	map	out:	

Extract	source	informa7on	from	GWs	

using	Bayesian	Markov	Chain	Monte	Carlo		
and	Nested	Sampling	Techniques	

h(t):	9-15	parameters

+ Redshixed	Masses	

+ Redshixed	Spins	

+ Geometric	proper7es:		
-	Inclina7on	angle	
-	Source	Posi7on	
-	Luminosity	distance	

parameter	1

h+(t) =
A[M f(t)]

D
(1 + cos

2 ◆) cos�GW(t)

inclina7on	angledistance GW	Phase

frequency
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Large	degeneracies	when	retrieving		
BH	parameters:	errors	are	several	10s	of	%

[LVC,	arXiv:1606.04856,	PRX	6,	041015,	2016]
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error	in		
chirp	mass



merger ringdown

…	errors	depend	on	what	epoch	of		
waveform	is	in	the	detector	noise	bucket!

[LVC,	arXiv:1606.04856,	PRX	6,	041015,	2016,	and	LVC,	Phys.	Rev.	Led.	118,	221101,	2017] 13/32

10	cycles

55	cycles

15	cycles

inspiral



Part	II:	
EM	follow-up	in	prac7ce



How	well	can	we	localise	the	source	on	the	sky?

[LVC,	arXiv:1606.04856,	PRX	6,	041015,	2016]

[Image	credit:	LIGO/L.	Singer/A.	Messinger]

590	[230]	sq.	deg.	(90%	c.r.)

1000	[850]	sq.	deg.		
(90%	c.r.)

1600	sq.	deg.	(90%	c.r.)

105-107	galaxies	in	these	volumes
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1200	sq.	deg.	(90%	c.r.)



2015:	EM	follow-up	by	24	observatories	
for	GW150914

19	orders	of	magnitude	in	frequency	space	
Also,	high-energy	neutrino	search	with	IceCube/Antares	(+/-	500s)
[LVC+EM	observers,	APJL,	826,	1,	L13,	2016;		
Antares+Icecube+LVC,	Phys	Rev	D	93,	122010,	2016,	Phys.	Rev.	D	96,	022005,	2017] 15/32

e.g.,	100%	to	10-7	ergs	cm-2s-1



Pan-STARRS

Fermi

SWIFT	

Palomar	Transient		
Factory

Dark	Energy	Camera

LOFAR

JVLA

ASKAP

HIGH	ENERGY

OPTICAL/NEAR-IR
RADIO

HIGH	ENERGY

OPTICAL/NEAR-IR

RADIO

[LVC,	APJL,	826,	1,	L13,	2016]

Challenge	1:	7me	of	alert	&	nature	of	
source/distance	informa7on/depth

16/32

7me-7memerger	(days)



HIGH	ENERGY

OPTICAL/NEAR-IR

RADIO

[LVC,	APJL,	826,	1,	L13,	2016]

Challenge	1:	7me	of	alert	&	nature	of	
source/distance	informa7on/depth

Today:	GW170104	was	sent	out	within	7	hours	of	the	detec7on,	
with	informa7on	about	the	distance/source	nature!

[LVC,	Phys.	Rev.	Led.	118,	221101,	2017;	see	EM	7ling	strategy	papers	with	depth		
e.g.,Salafia	et	al.	arXiv:1704.05851.	Ghosh	et	al.	2016,	Leong	et	al.	2016,	Bhalerao	et	al.	2016,	…] 16/32



Challenge	2:	Many	other	events	
bubbling,	burping,	or	exploding	in	GW	sky	errors

[GW150914	-	e.g.,	Connaughton	et	al.	arXiv:1602.03920;	Savchenko	et	al.	2016	ApJL	820,	36;	Morokuma	et	al.arXiv:1605.03216;	Fermi--
LAT	collabora7on	APJL,	823,2;	Lipunov	et	al.	arXiv:1605.01607;	Soares-Santos	et	al.,	arXiv:1602.04198;		Smard	et	al.	arXiv:160204156S;	
Evans	et	al.	MNRAS	460,	L40;	Annis	et	al.	arXiv:1602.04199;	Kasliwal	et	al.	arXiv:1602.08764	,…] 17/32

GW	distance	and	redshix	are	cri7cal

GW150914:	tens	of	other	
transients	and	variables	

- Supernova	type	Ia	and	II	
-			Ac7ve	Galac7c	Nucleii	
- a	few	dwarf	nova	
-			…



Challenge	2:	Many	other	events	
bubbling,	burping,	or	exploding	in	GW	sky	errors

GW150914:	tens	of	other	
transients	and	variables	

- Supernova	type	Ia	and	II	
-			Ac7ve	Galac7c	Nucleii	
- a	few	dwarf	nova	
-			…

No	reported	real-7me	observed	EM	counterpart	…			
..bar	de	facto,	FERMI	GBM:	sub-threshold	event	between	1	keV	and	10	MeV	of	
1.8	×	1049	ergs/s,	0.4	s	axer	the	GW	event,	FAP	of	0.0022,	las7ng	1s.	

[Connaughton	et	al.	2016]	 17/32



Challenge	3:	Specula7ve	EM	counterparts	to	BBH
e.g.,	arXiv	in	the	week	following	the	announcement:	

Short	Gamma-Ray	Bursts	from	the	Merger	of	Two	Black	Hole	
Perna	et	al.	2016	

Electromagne7c	Counterparts	to	Black	Hole	Mergers	Detected	by	LIGO	
Loeb	2016	

Electromagne7c	Axerglows	Associated	with	Gamma-Ray	Emission	Coincident	with	Binary	Black	
Hole	Merger	Event	GW150914	

Yamazaki	et	al.	2016	
Mergers	of	Charged	Black	Holes:	Gravita7onal	Wave	Events,	Short	Gamma-Ray	Bursts,	and	Fast	

Radio	Bursts	
Zhang	2016	

Implica7on	of	the	associa7on	between	GBM	transient	150914	and	LIGO	Gravita7onal	Wave	
event	GW150914	

Li	et	al.	2016	
Ultrafast	Ouglows	from	Black	Hole	Mergers	with	a	Mini-Disk	

Murase	et	al.	2016	
Rapid	and	Bright	Stellar-mass	Binary	Black	Hole	Mergers	in	Ac7ve	Galac7c	Nuclei	

Bartos	et	al.	2015	
Ultrahigh	Energy	Cosmic	Rays	and	Black	Hole	Mergers	

Kotera	and	Silk,	2016

ultrafast	mini-disk		

from	third	body	?

‘collapsar-like’

BBH	embedded	

in	AGN	disk	?

BH

BH

??????

[Savchenko	et	al.	2016,	Grenier	et	al.	2016]	

BUT:	No	candidates	reported	by	
Integral	&	independent	second	
analysis	of	FERMI	results	are	in	
tension.
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Part	III:	
How	to	connect	GW	measurements	to	

astrophysics	
with	EM	counterparts?



Challenge:	How,	where	and	when	do	BBHs	form?

Weak	massive	stellar	winds,	low	metallicity	environments

Primordial	BHs	
from	density		
fluctua7ons	in	
early	Universe

Pop	III:	first	massive	stars	(1%	of	stars	in	Universe)	
Pop	II/I:	classic	field	binary	evolu7on	(90%)	
Pop	II/I:	rapid	rota7on	(10%)	
Pop	II/I:	dynamical	forma7on	in	globular	clusters	(0.1%)	
Exo7c:	e.g.	single	star	core	spli~ng

{ {
[LVC,	ApJL	818,	L22,	2016] 19/32



Two	Types	of	Mader	Ouglows	from	NS	binary	mergers

Credit: NASA

1.	Tidal	Tails	+	Disk	Winds		
Mej		≈10-4	-	0.01	M☉	
E	≈1049-	1050	ergs	
v	≈	0.1-0.3c	

(cf.	Supernova:	1051	ergs)

[see	e.g.,	Rezzolla	et	al.	2010,	2014,	Palenzuela	et	al,	2010,	2011,		Hotokezaka	et	
al.,	2012,	2014,	Rosswog	et	al.	2012,	Piran	et	al.	2013,	 	Bauswein	et	al.	2013,	
Foucart	et	al.	 2014,	Nagakura	et	al.,	 2014,	Bernuzzi	et	al.	 2013,	Kyutoku	et	al.	
2014,	Ciolfi	and	Siegel	2014,15,	 Fernandez	et	 al.	 2014,	Paschalidis	et	 al.	 2015,	
Ruiz	et	al.	2016,	Radice	et	al.	2016,	Siegel	et	al.	2017	…]

2.	Ultra-rela7vis7c	Jet	
Mej	≈	10-6		M☉	
E	≈	1049-	1051	ergs	
Γ	≈	100 

[Fernandez & Metzger 2013]

[Rezzolla et al. 2011]

[Rosswog 2012, 2013, 2015]
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[Fernandez	and	Metzger,	1512.05435,	and	references	therein]	

21/32

Two	types	of	ouglows	⇒	Plethora	of		

EM	counterparts

[see	also	Tsang	et	al.	2011,	Metzger	et	al.,	Siegel	et	al.	2016,17,	Godlieb	et	al.,	2017]



+ Redshixed	Masses	(several	to	tens	%)	

+ Redshixed	Spins	(tens	of	%)	

+ NS	radii	

+ Geometric	proper7es:	(tens	of	%)	
-	Inclina7on	angle	
-	Source	Posi7on	
-	Luminosity	distance	

Fƛ(t):	5-10	parameters

Next	step:	combine	&	interpret	GW	+	EM	

+ Energe7cs	and	beaming	
+ R-process	nucleosynthesis	
+ Mass	ejecta	and	velocity	
+ Environment	
+ Redshix,	Accurate	Posi7on	(1”)	
+ Stellar	popula7ons		
+ Magne7c	field	strength	
+ Previous	binary	evolu7on	&	mass	loss	

(tens	of	%)

h(t):	9-16	parameters
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+ Redshixed	Masses	(several	to	tens	%)	

+ Redshixed	Spins	(tens	of	%)	

+ NS	radii	

+ Geometric	proper7es:	(tens	of	%)	
-	Inclina7on	angle	
-	Source	Posi7on	
-	Luminosity	distance	

Fƛ(t):	5-10	parameters

Next	step:	combine	&	interpret	GW	+	EM	

+ Energe7cs	and	beaming	
+ R-process	nucleosynthesis	
+ Mass	ejecta	and	velocity	
+ Environment	
+ Redshix,	Accurate	Posi7on	(1”)	
+ Stellar	popula7ons		
+ Magne7c	field	strength	
+ Previous	binary	evolu7on	&	mass	loss	

(tens	of	%)

h(t):	9-16	parameters

Strong	signal	binary:	Characterisa7on
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+ Redshixed	Masses	(several	to	tens	%)	

+ Redshixed	Spins	(tens	of	%)	

+ NS	radii	

+ Geometric	proper7es:	(tens	of	%)	
-	Inclina7on	angle	
-	Source	Posi7on	
-	Luminosity	distance	

Fƛ(t):	5-10	parameters

+ Energe7cs	and	beaming	
+ R-process	nucleosynthesis	
+ Mass	ejecta	and	velocity	
+ Environment	
+ Redshix,	Accurate	Posi7on	(1”)	
+ Stellar	popula7ons		
+ Magne7c	field	strength	
+ Previous	binary	evolu7on	&	mass	loss	

(tens	of	%)

h(t):	9-16	parameters

Strong	signal	binary:	Characterisa7on

Popula7on:	Demographics,	ecology	and	census

New	field:	break	degeneracies	to	
measure	proper7es	of	BHs	and	NSs
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Similar	reasoning	applies	detec7ng	BH	memory,	tes7ng	GR	and	neutron	
star	equa7on	of	states	…

H0	error:	3.4%		

H0	(km/s/Mpc)

N
or
m
al
is
ed

	p
df 30	binaries		

GW+EM	enable	a	few	%	error	in	Hubble	
constant	…	importance	of	popula7ons	!!!

[del	Pozzo,	2012]

[Nissanke	et	al.,	2010,13]

[e.g.,	Lasky	et	al.	2016,	Yunes	et	al.	2013,	Meidam	et	al.	2014,	Lackay	&	Wade	2014,	Agathos	et	al.	2014,15,	Yagi	et	al.	2017]

[see	Schutz	1986,	Dalal	et	al.	2006,		
Sathyaprakash et al. 2010, Cutler et al. 2009,
Messenger	et	al.	2012,	Taylor	et	al.	2012,	…	]

No	EM	counterpart		
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Expanding	the	GW	detector	network		
for	EM	follow	up	in	2020s

[see	roadmap	in	LSC&Virgo	collabora7on—arXiv:1304.0670]

2019-22

24/32

O2	Science	Run:	11/16	-	08/17	(81	days	as	of	23rd	June)	
August	1st	2017:	Virgo	joined	O2	science	run!



Immediate	future:	expanding	&	increasing		
the	sensi7vity	of	the	worldwide	GW	network

[Image	credit:	LIGO/L.	Singer/A.	Messinger] 600	->	10-20	sq.	deg.	(90%	c.r.)	

with	KAGRA/LIGO	India	-	a	further	factor	of	4/2.8

2015-2017 2017-2018+

[LVC,	PRX	6,	041015	(2016);	PRL	118	(2017),	Gaebel	et	al,	1703.08988,	2017] 25/32



 41.5   135.9   2.41   

SNR: 9.3

SNR: 8.8
SNR: 10.4

6.1   16.7   26.8	brightest	galaxies	that	produce		50%	of	the	light

N_satura7on	~	25	galaxies

Big	data	in	Astronomy	:	Reduce	astrophysical	false	posi7ve	transients	by	factor	of	10-100s.	
[Gehrels,	Canizarro,	…	Nissanke	+	2015]

[Rahman,	Nissanke	+	in	prep]

SDSS	GW	galaxy	catalog	
see	hdps://astro.ru.nl/catalogs/
sdss_gwgalcat/index.html

2015-16
2016-17

2019

Today:	Cross	correlate	GW	volumes		
with	Galaxy	catalogs

26/32

[Nissanke,	Kasliwal	et	al.	2013,	Singer,	…	SN,	et	al.	2016]

https://astro.ru.nl/catalogs/sdss_gwgalcat/index.html
https://astro.ru.nl/catalogs/sdss_gwgalcat/index.html
https://astro.ru.nl/catalogs/sdss_gwgalcat/index.html


Sta7s7cal	host	galaxy	demographics	with		
no	EM	counterpart

[Rahman,	Nissanke,	Schmidt,		
Singer,	Hirata	and	Gehrels,	in	prep]

SDSS	GW	galaxy	catalog	
see	hdps://astro.ru.nl/catalogs/

sdss_gwgalcat/index.html

27/32see	also	Bartos	et	al.	2017

https://astro.ru.nl/catalogs/sdss_gwgalcat/index.html
https://astro.ru.nl/catalogs/sdss_gwgalcat/index.html


2020s-2030s:	possible	scenario	for	upgrades	
and	new	facili7es

aLIGO	(2019)

Voyager	(x	3	aLIGO)

Cosmic	Explorer		
(x	10	aLIGO)

Einstein	Telescope	
(x	10	aLIGO)

Frequency	(Hz)
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H
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2020-25:	aLIGO+	(H,	L)	[x	1.7	aLIGO],	KAGRA++,	Virgo++	
2025-30:	3	LIGO	Voyagers	?	(H,L,	I),		KAGRA++,	Virgo++	
2030:	Einstein	Telescope	
2035+:	Cosmic	Explorer	

[figure	courtesy	of	Sathyakrapash]
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Einstein	Telescope	and	Cosmic	Explorer		
have	cosmological	reach

[credit:	J.	Miller,	MIT]	

First	Stars

hig
h	S
NR

See	LSC	Instrument	Science	White	Paper	
hdps://dcc.ligo.org/public/0125/T1600119/004/wp2016.pdf

~G$/G€
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Einstein	Telescope	and	Cosmic	Explorer		
have	cosmological	reach

How well can we constrain SFR? Dependence on metallicity
Cosmic (redshift-dependent) Merger Rate?

Mass gaps: NS and BH, intermediate BH desert? 29/32



Gravitational-wave detectors

102110–210–410–610–810–1010–1210–1410–16

LIGOLISA-likepulsar timingCMB future space

Hz

early-Universe quantum fluctuations

massive black-hole binaries
captures into MBHs merging NS, BH

rotating NSGalactic binariesGravita7onal-wave	detectors

LISA
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[slide	courtesy	of	Michele	Vallisneri]



102110–210–410–610–810–1010–1210–1410–16

LIGOLISA-likepulsar timingCMB future space

Hz

early-Universe quantum fluctuations

massive black-hole binaries
captures into MBHs merging NS, BH

rotating NSGalactic binariesGravita7onal-wave	sources

29First-order	phase	transi7ons,	superstring	kink	&	cusps,	infla7onary	signature,	new	sources!

LISA

Pulsars

White	dwarf	binaries

Supernova

Supermassive 
BH Binaries
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Immediately	in	the	coming	years	:	GW	detector	sensi7vity	&	network	increases	
=>	Tens	of	BBH	mergers	yr-1	and	first	GW-EM	detec7ons.	

EM	counterparts	should	provide	key	complementary	informa7on	and	break	
degeneracies	in	GW	parameters:	the	redshix,	host	galaxy,	energe7cs	and	
orienta7on	of	the	binary.	

Key	step	for	GW+EM:	joint	analysis	for	masses,	spins,	sky	posi7on	and	redshixs	
for	popula7ons	of	compact	object	mergers	are	necessary	for	astrophysics.	

Beyond	LIGO,	Virgo	era:	Witness	the	opening	of	the	en7re	GW	spectrum	with	
CMB,	PTAs,	LISA,	new	genera7on	ground-based	detectors	…together	with	next	
genera7on	of	wide-field	synop7c	surveys	LSST,	SKA	…	and	GMT/TMT/E-ELTs.	

The	immediate	future	is	loud	and	bright!
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GWs	are	well-monitored	and	very	accurate	experiments

O1:	09/15-03/16	(51	days)

2019	(design)
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[hdp://www.virgo-gw.eu]

O2	Science	Run:	11/16	-	08/17	(81	days	as	of	23rd	June)	
August	1st	2017:	Virgo	joined	O2	science	run!
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http://www.virgo-gw.eu


GW:	how	many?	how	far?

10

[LVC, ApJLetters 832, 2, L21, 2016]

[LIGO Scientific and Virgo Collaborations (LVC), 
Living Reviews in Relativity 19, 1, 2016]


